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We present results for the 2m spectroscopic part of the MultiSite Spectroscopic
Telescope campaign, which took place in May/June 2002. In order to perform
an asteroseismological analysis on the multiperiodic pulsating subdwarf B star
PG 1605+072 we used over 150 hours of time resolved spectroscopy to search
for and analyse line profile variations by using phase binning. This pilot analysis
using the BRUCE and KYLIE programs and assuming strong rotation and low
inclination favours models with l = 1 or l = 2 with m ≤ 0.
The MSST data and phasebinning
Four observatories (Steward Observatory, ESO, Siding Spring Observatory, NOT)
produced 10892 time resolved spectra. O’Toole et al.(2005) detected the 20
strongest modes in radial velocity. Here we treat the data sets of each telescope
separately. After reducing the spectra using IRAF we coadded them according
to their phase for the four dominant modes. Then we fitted LTE-model spectra
using the FITPROF program (Napiwotzki, 1999) in order to determine simul-
taneously the three atmospheric parameters for every bin. The results derived
from the Steward Observatory data are shown in Fig. 1a,b.
Modelling of line profile variations and mode identification
In order to identify the modes, we used the BRUCE and KYLIE routines (R.
Townsend, 1997), to model various pulsation modes by perturbing our static
models. We then determined the atmospheric parameters of the perturbed
models using FITPROF. The required parameters (veqrot = 130kms
−1,i = 17◦)
were taken from previous analyses (Heber et al., 1999; Kawaler, 1999). The
results are shown in Fig. 2a,b. For the the dominant period (481.74s) the
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Figure 1: a (left panel): variations of the atmospheric values with errors and sine fit
for the strongest mode f1 (481.74s).
b (right panel): temperature variations for the four strongest modes with errors and
sine fit.
Figure 2: variation of Teff and log g with errors and sine fit
a (left panel): models for l = 1,m = ±1.
b (right panel): observations of the dominant period and model l = 1, m = 0.
mode with l=1,m=0 is the best fit. But also for the other three modes, this
pilot analysis assuming strong rotation and low inclination favours models with
l = 1 or l = 2 with m ≤ 0. Nevertheless the parameter range has to be further
exploited to derive a consistent model.
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